Is something BIG happening in Antarctica? NOTE TO READERS: Although I
published this version of this flier a year ago, and the series itself was presented long before that, all of it is as
timely as ever—as you will see in the months to come as we make more available to you. I have chanced upon
reports in recent months which allege that something really big is about to break into the news. I have no way of
verifying it, of course, but it does bear watching because it concerns things I have studied for over 40 years and
about which I have taught extensively in the series below. Among other things, the information alleges that a
race of a pre-Adamite giants 10-13 feet tall has been unearthed.
The beings also had elongated skulls (compare ancient Egyptian art!). While some posit that it is proof of
extraterrestrials, I am more inclined to think of inter-dimensional aliens of the demonic-nephilim variety. The allegations
that Hitler had a pact with these beings ties in with reports that Hitler escaped to Antarctica at the end of the war. This and
much more is discussed in my series outlined below.

From Inner Space to Outer Space
Are you ready to have your mind and spirit enlightened? Read the synopsis below to get a glimpse of the
wide range of topics which Dr. James W. Bruggeman weaves together with Scriptural insights. From Inner Space to
Outer Space is abbreviated below as ISOS.
CDs 1 & 2: Father’s Golden Earth Landers: This series will encompass a wide
variety of topics related to current events and the Bible, to ancient cosmology,
mythology and sacred geometry. (Note: Even if you did not do well in math, you
will love sacred geometry. CDs #439 & 440, The Phi Portal, is a recommended
pre-study.) In Father’s Golden Earth Landers we begin with the common
denominators found in Alice in Wonderland, the phi spiral and pentagons, The
Matrix movie, and Timothy Leary, the late LSD guru. We discuss the Queen of
Sheba’s visit to King Solomon and what responses the essential oil of frankincense
triggers in your brain. We learn what medieval and ancient alchemists were really
striving for and how it will be accomplished in you. We close with an introduction
to the concept of monatomic gold as found in the Scriptures.
CDs 3 & 4: Science, Miracles and the New Age Movement: The properties of
monatomic gold seem miraculous: levitation, invisibility, increased psychic
phenomena et al., but is it “merely” science? We embark upon a discussion of
astrology and numerology vis à vis the Bible. Can you define “New Age?” The
Bible speaks of it; it’s called Tabernacles. We provide an extended discussion of
the properties of vibration and resonant frequency, of fractals and recursive waves,
all as a prelude to understanding how the attitude of our hearts govern our entrance
into the portal of the kingdom of heaven. And how the burning bush was not consumed, and how the three Hebrews were
not consumed in the fiery furnace, and how Jesus could walk on water and appear in the upper room, and more.
CDs 5 & 6: Jesus, Mary Magdalene, Leonardo Da Vinci and UFOs: (CDs #292 & 293, Holy Grail, Holy Bible, is
a strongly recommended pre-study [$10 ppd]. It anticipated The Da Vinci Code by years!) CD 5 presents the Grail
myths as presented in works ancient and modern. Now comes a best-seller, Dan Brown’s The Da Vinci Code, which
purports to tell the “real story” of Jesus and the Magdalene: that they were married, that they had a child who was the
founder of the Frankish Merovingian dynasty, that offspring of our Lord survive to this day and how secret societies
(The Knights Templar, the Rosicrucians, Freemasons, and the Priory of Sion) have all played roles in preserving the
secret of the Grail. Part 2 is an introduction to the subject of UFOs and how Spielberg’s movie Close Encounters of the
Third Kind sows confusion. I give my own experiences with UFOs. These two lectures set the stage to ultimately
demonstrate how the Grail tales connect with the whole broad area of UFOs.
CDs 7 & 8: The Secret History of Nazi UFOs: This lecture presents evidence that German scientists had developed
highly advanced flying craft before and during WW II. Not only do we show photos of their designs from the 1940’s for
what we recognize as the modern Stealth fighter-bomber, but with the inventiveness of Viktor Schauberger, the Nazis
developed what we call “flying saucers.” Also discussed is the evidence which indicates that Hitler may have faked his
death and fled to secret bases in Antarctica. Sounds preposterous, but many very high officials in Allied governments
were evidently convinced of its truth. We show what all this has to do with the Bible and how it is preparatory to
understanding the coming lectures in this series. Because this lecture utilizes a number of books, photos and illustrations,
it is also available in DVD format. See D-110. [Note: This DVD is included in this offer.] (continued over)

(Continued from other side) CDs 9 & 10: UFOs and the Nephilim: The Nephilim are the “giants” of Genesis 6. This
lecture uses both visual illustrations and “hands-on” demonstrations to discuss the electromagnetic spectrum and how it
might relate to UFOs and the demonic realm. We also provide supporting data for the Nazi-UFO connection from, The
Hunt for Zero Point by Janes’ Defence Weekly Aviation Editor Nick Cook. This lecture is also available in DVD (see D111). [Note: This DVD is included in this offer.]
CDs 11 & 12: The Sons of God and the Nephilim Unmasked: This commences an in-depth analysis of Genesis 6
concerning who the “sons of God” were. Were they men? Or were they “fallen angels” who mated with earth women
and produced the “giants?” Is this connected to Jesus’ warning that the days of His second coming would be “as in the
days of Noah?”
CDs 13 & 14: Hot on the Trail of More Nephilim Giants: What two great sins brought about the Flood and were
again extant in Lot’s Sodom? Fallacies of the Sethite theory. More on the UFO angelic interbreeding with earth women,
finding the nephilim under different names, and tracing giants throughout the world and throughout history right up until
today.
CDs 15 & 16: From the Nephilim to the Anunnaki: We go back to the Garden of Eden. Is Zecharia Sitchin on to
something in his contention that the “gods” (the Anunnaki of the ancient Sumerian civilization) who formed Adam and
Eve were colonists from space, from “Planet X,” from Nibiru-Marduk? We examine the key points of Sitchin’s The 12th
Planet and related theories. We offer cautions to listeners about sharing this series with novices.
CDs 17 & 18: From the Anunnaki to the Grail Kings: Are UFOs and the Anunnaki connected with Jesus? How the
dual seedline doctrine ties in. A study of the works of Sir Laurence Gardner, including Genesis of the Grail Kings, helps
us to understand the tie-in, plus an analysis of the Hebrew word “shem.” Was it really a “highward fire stone” as in a
rocket ship or UFO conveying a person into outer space? Or did highward refer to monoatomic high-spin elements which
convey a person into inner space, i.e., moving into other realms of consciousness, other dimensions? We are on the verge
of greatly increased longevity. We discuss a newly-identified enzyme called telomerase which seems to govern our life spans.
CDs 19 & 20: Stargates and the Hyperdimensionality of God: In this concluding two-hour lecture, we bring together
all key topics from the whole series and open new vistas of the realities that await us in God’s universe. We provide the
latest discoveries from biology, physics and astrophysics and show how they relate to the Bible. We use a large number of
visual aids and overhead transparencies to help understand the concepts of intergalactic travel, wormholes and stargates,
time dilation related to creationism, how higher dimensions of space can relate to miracles in the Bible, and much, much
more. (Available as D-114). [Note: This DVD is included in this offer.]

A Few Listeners’ Comments:
● “You have brought out into the open many things that I have been interested in for many years (UFOs, psychic phenomena,
teleportation, etc.), but I have never heard any Bible teacher tackle them and bring them all together in the logical and detailed way
that you have. It’s awesome!”
● “At one point in the [ISOS] series, I was afraid you were going down the wrong path, but after hearing it all, I just want to
compliment you. You have brought it all together so wonderfully. I can see how it all fits in with God’s fantastic plan.”
● “Thanks to your series, my appreciation of just how big God is, and of the marvelous wonders of His creation—it has increased
immensely! Thank you so much!”
● “[ISOS] was like a really good book that you don’t want to end, but can’t put it down either. How incredible! But it really explains
so many things that are either hard to understand—or impossible to understand without this knowledge in the back of one’s mind.”

The set includes lectures on 20 CDs, of which nearly six hours were put on three DVDs, plus several charts. The
CDs and DVDs are conveniently packaged in an attractive album. $59, a huge savings over ordering the items
separately.
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